
The assessment of monuments requires

various types of expertise and technolo-

gies. The St@rt project (Sciences and

Technologies for the Artistic,

Architectural and Archaeological Tuscan

heritage), funded by the region of

Tuscany (Italy) for the three year period

2007-2010, aimed at integrating different

research and administrative expertise in

the field of cultural heritage. The pro-

ject’s activities focused on the 13th cen-

tury “Rognosa” tower in San Gimignano,

included in the Unesco World Heritage

List in 1990, as a case study. 

We generated a finite element mesh of

the Rognosa tower using a three-dimen-

sional digital model of the tower and the

surrounding buildings, realized by a

RIEGL time-of-flight (TOF) laser

scanner. The tower’s surface was

acquired from four different positions,

each selected to provide the best pos-

sible coverage of one side and, at the

same time, a good view of an adjacent

side, in order to facilitate the alignment

process and provide coverage of all

details from multiple angles. 

Additional scans were carried out to

acquire the facade of the building encom-

passing the tower and the front arcade

overlooking the square, where a portion

of the tower’s base is visible. The model

has been created by processing the laser

scanner data using MeshLab, an open

source software developed at the Visual

Computing Lab and other geometric pro-

cessing tools specifically designed to

build a 3D model starting from a set of

acquired range maps. Acquisition of the

tower’s inside geometry is impossible

because it is only accessible via an

internal staircase and the view from

below of its highest portion is partially

hidden by wooden floors. Thus, informa-

tion about the geometry of the inner part

of the tower has been obtained via clas-

sical measuring methods. 

Although masonry towers represent an

important part of the world’s ancient

architectonic heritage, their mechanical

behaviour is, as yet, not well known. In

fact, their response to dynamic actions

is nonlinear and heavily dependent on

the construction techniques utilized.

Moreover, they are characterized, even

in the static case, by high compressive

stresses that can cause additional

damage in correspondence to openings

or other geometrical irregularities. 

The mechanical behaviour of the

tower was studied using the finite ele-

ment code NOSA, developed by the

Mechanics of Materials and Structures

Lab in which masonry is assumed to

be a nonlinear elastic material with
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We present a set of integrated tools designed and developed for the digital acquisition and structural

analysis of historical monuments and buildings.

Figure 1: Acquisition of the tower’s geometry by means of a TOF laser scanner (on the left), 

3D digital model of the Rognosa tower and the Cathedral Square (on the right). 

Figure 2 (left): Dynamic analysis: distribution of the stress Tzz (Pa) on the

external surface of the tower at time 3.41 s.

Figure 3 (above): Dynamic analysis: relative x-displacement of the top of the bell

chamber with respect to the top of the tower vs. time.



zero tensile strength and bounded

compressive strength. The behaviour

of the tower, subjected to its own

weight and to time-dependent loads

that model seismic excitations, was

investigated.

After the static analysis, the tower was

subjected to the horizontal component

of the Nocera Umbra earthquake of

1997. The Nocera Umbra earthquake

lasted 41.30 s and generated a maximum

acceleration (PGA) of 4.3192 m/s2.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of stress

Tzz  on the external surface of the tower

at time t = 3.41s. The maximum

crashing damage is recognized at the

tower’s base, while the maximum

values of the fracture strain tensor are

reached in the highest part of the tower,

focused near the openings and in corre-

spondence with the bell chamber. 

Bell towers typically exhibit a certain

vulnerability in correspondence with

the bell chamber, which is the struc-

ture’s highest element and is usually

built separately from the rest of tower’s

structure. Figure 3 shows the behaviour

of the bell chamber pillars of the

Rognosa tower during the earthquake.

The relative x-displacement of the top

of the bell chamber with respect to the

top of the tower is plotted vs. time. For

the sake of comparison, the displace-

ment corresponding to the analysis per-

formed assuming the structure made of

a linear elastic material, is reported. 

The study highlights the importance of

developing integrated procedures

involving technologies of both visual

computing and computational

mechanics to obtain realistic models of

monumental structures in complex

architectural contests. 

Links:

[1] The Mechanics of Materials and

Structures Laboratory (MMS Lab)

website:

http://www.isti.cnr.it/research/unit.php?

unit=MMS

[2] The Visual Computing Laboratory

(VC Lab) website:

http://www.isti.cnr.it/research/unit.php?

unit=VC

[3] The MeshLab website:

http://meshlab.sourceforge.net

[4]

http://www.springer.com/materials/mec

hanics/book/978-3-540-79110-24

Please contact:

Marco Callieri, Maria Girardi

ISTI-CNR, Italy

E-mail: marco.callieri@isti.cnr.it, 

maria.girardi@isti.cnr.it
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In combination with variance analysis

techniques, generative descriptions can

be used to enrich digitized artifacts.

Detailed mesh comparisons can reveal

the smallest changes and damage. These

analysis and documentation tasks are

valuable not only in the context of cul-

tural heritage but also in engineering and

manufacturing.

The Institut für ComputerGraphik und

WissensVisualisierung (CGV) at

Technische Universität Graz and

Fraunhofer Austria tackled this problem

and created a workflow, which automati-

cally combines generative descriptions

with reconstructed artifacts and performs

a nominal/actual value comparison. The

bridge between both the generative and

the explicit geometry description is very

important: it combines the accuracy and

systematics of generative models with

the realism and irregularities of real-

world data. In this way, digitized arti-

facts can benefit from  procedural mod-

elling techniques: procedural models

include expert knowledge within its

object description; eg classification

schemes used in architecture, archae-

ology and civil engineering can be

mapped to procedures and algorithms,

which realize a generative shape.

A generative description is like a shape

template (eg to construct a cup) with

some free input parameters (eg height

and radius). For a specific object only

its type and its instantiation parameters

have to be identified. Identification is

required by digital library services for

markup, indexing and retrieval. The

classification and semantic meta data in

general are obviously important in the

context of electronic product data man-

agement, product life cycle manage-

ment, data exchange and storage.

The approach implemented by

Fraunhofer Austria and CGV performs

this semantic enrichment in three steps:

The first step registers a generative

model (including its free parameters) to

the real-world data set. A generative

model can be regarded as a function,

which generates geometry, when called

with some parameters. The registration

step analyzes such a function, identifies

whether it can describe the given arti-

fact, and if so it determines the best-fit

parameter set; ie no other parameter set

can describe the digital artifact any

better (in combination with the genera-

tive function). In a second step, the dif-

Real-World Geometry 

and Generative Knowledge
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The current methods of describing the shape of three-dimensional objects can be classified into two

groups: composition of primitives and procedural description. As a 3D acquisition device simply

returns an agglomeration of elementary objects (eg a laser scanner returns points) a real-world data

set is always a – more or less noisy – composition of primitives. A generative model, on the other

hand, describes an ideal object rather than a real one. Owing to this abstract view of an object,

generative techniques are often used to describe objects semantically. Consequently, generative

models, rather than being a replacement for established geometry descriptions (based on points,

triangles, etc.), offer  a sensible, semantic enrichment.


